7th Grade WA State History
Accelerated
Wk.12
Mrs. Hacker
cherih@spokaneschools.org

Unit of Study: Washington State Government
Dates: Monday June 1st to Friday, June 5th
Materials: Textbook, Video Clip, Supplemental Reading and Handouts.
Essential Question: Distinguish the structure, organization, and limits of government at local, state,
and federal levels. How is Washington state government organized into a system of checks and
balances?

Learning Target: I can describe how a bill becomes a law.
Monday, June 1st Tuesday, June 2nd
Washington
State
Government
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June 3rd
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Contrast Federal Team Meeting:
and State
Governments
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Graphic
Organizer
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pages and watch
video clip.

Thursday,
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Friday, June 5th
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Bill Becomes a
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Complete graphic
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Washington State
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Make-Up Work

Voting in
Washington State
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Make-Up Work

Mrs. Hacker’s Teams Links Below:
https://teams.microsoft.com/l/channel/19%3a8d531d646f7d4d689299ee7a386c4de7%40thread.tacv2/Gener
al?groupId=dd3cf3f1-426e-46a6-a684-876e7ab6c704&tenantId=df9a217d-6773-4d17-b577-85dc96078222

Mrs. Hacker’s Wednesday Meetings on Teams
➢ General WA History Meeting at 11:30am on our Microsoft Teams Page.

➢ Accelerated WA History at 12:00pm on our Microsoft Teams Page.
If you missed the meeting on Microsoft Teams, you can view the recap here:
https://www.loom.com/share/7f319094a8bd40c7b3806295704209e0

If you need help accessing our virtual classroom, please see these links:
•
•
•

How to login to Clever Classroom:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WTA4xaNsqaw&feature=youtu.be
How to login to MS Teams this is where our virtual classroom is located:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0cI_s8Lo1_w&feature=youtu.be
How to access Office 365 Student Email:
https://www.loom.com/share/81871bb592f743d29622df62fc6a5c89

Please email me if you have any questions.
Take Care,
Mrs. Hacker
cherih@spokaneschools.org

Accelerated Washington State
Government Wk.12
Monday, June 1st to Friday, June 5th
Define vocabulary term
below in this column.

Enabling Act pg. 424

State Legislature pg. 426

Committees pg. 426

Upper House pg. 428

Legislative Districts pg. 428

Divided Executive pg. 432

Use in a sentence
below
in this column.

Pages 413417,420-423
Draw or Cut/Paste
Graphic below in this
column.

Governor pg. 432

Item Veto pg. 433

Tuesday, June 2nd
Compare and Contrast Federal and WA State Government
Use page 425 to complete your assignment.
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➢
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Wednesday, June 3rd

Washington State Constitution:
Watch This Video Link:
http://www.teachwithtvw.org/the-washington-state-constitution-module/
Washington State Constitution Link:
https://www.sos.wa.gov/archives/state-constitution.aspx
Answer the following questions from the video in complete sentences. Use
evidence from the video to support your answers.
When was the Washington State Constitution created, and why?

Who were the framers of the WA Constitution?

According to Professor Spitzer, what were the “special concerns” of the framers
of the WA Constitution? How were these concerns reflected in the WA State
Constitution?

What does Professor Spitzer say are the two main purposes of the WA State
Constitution?

Describe some of the differences between the WA State Constitution and the
U.S. Constitution.

Why are there nine independently-elected officials in WA’s executive branch?
List these officials.

Why does the WA Constitution limit legislation to a single topic? How does this
provision reflect the concerns of the framers?

Why does the WA Constitution limit legislation to a single topic? How does this
provision reflect the concerns of the framers?

According to Professor Spitzer, what provision makes WA’s Constitution unique
among state constitutions?

How has the WA Constitution changed over time?

Thursday June 4th
Watch Video Clips: How does a bill get passed.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=66f4-NKEYz4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FFroMQlKiag
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B45S0K_tQKA

How A Bill Becomes a Law:
Watch this video clips below:
http://www.teachwithtvw.org/how-a-bill-becomes-a-law-in-wa/
Watch the video clip above and answer the questions in complete sentences using
evidence from the video clip to support your answer.

Where do the ideas for bills come from? Who can draft a bill in WA? Who can
introduce a bill?

Can bills in WA have more than one subject? Why or why not?

What are four things that can happen to a bill during a committee’s executive session?

What is a fiscal note and how does it affect the legislative process?

What is the Rules Committee? Why is it called “The Gatekeeper”?

What happens if the governor refuses to sign a bill?

Why is it difficult to pass legislation in Washington state? What are some of the ways
in which a bill can “die” in the process?

Friday, June 5th

Voting In Washington State:
Watch this video clip:
http://www.teachwithtvw.org/voting-in-washington-module/
Watch the video clip above and answer the questions in complete sentences using
evidence from the video clip to support your answer.

Who was Emma Smith Devoe? What role did she play in Washington voting rights?

What is an initiative? What are the two types of initiatives?

Explain the referendum process in Washington State.

What requirements must be met in order to vote in Washington?

Describe the 4-year voting cycle and the changes in voter participation, as described
by Secretary of State Wyman.

What does the information graphic say about youth voter participation in 2010?

What reasons have voters given for not voting? Do you think these are good reasons
for not voting? Why or why not?

According to Secretary of State Wyman, how can voting make a difference in our
state?

